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Tn 1961, following the runaway success of the company's mode! 9]4 office copier,
Joseph C. Wi)son, President of Xerox Corporation, was reported to have said, 'r keep
asking m)'self, when am 1 going to wake up? Things just aren't this good in Jife.'
Indeed, the following decade turned out to be better than anything Wilson could
have dreamed, Between i960 and 19iO, Xerox increased its sales 40 per cent per year
from $40 million to SI. 7 billion and raised its after-tax profits from $2.6 million to
SI 87.7 miIlion, ln 1970, \\'ith 93 per cent market share worldwide and a brand name
that was s)'nonymous with copying, Xerox appeared as invincible in its industry as
any company ever could,

When Canon, 'the camera company from Japan', jumped into the business in
the late 1960s, most observers were sceptical. Less th an a tenth the size of Xerox,

Canon had no direct sales or service organization to reach the corporate market for
copiers, not did it have a process technology to bypass the 500 patents thaï guarded
Xerox's Plain Paper Copier (PPC) process, Reacting to the spate of recenl ~ntrjes

in the business incluâing Canon, Arthur D. Little predicted in 1969 that no company
would be able to challenge Xerox's monopoly in PPCs in the 1970s because ilS patents
presented an insurmountable barrier.

"l'et, over the next two decades. Canon rewrote the rule book on ho\\' copiers
\Vere supposed to be produced and sold as it buiJt up S5 billion in revenues in the

business, emerging as the second largest global player in terms of sales and surpassingo
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Xerox in the number of units sold. According to the Canon Handbook, the company's
formula for success as displayed initially in the copier business is 'synergistic
management of the tOlal technological capabilities of the company, combining the
full measure of Canon's know how in fine optics, precision mechanics, electronics
and fine chemicals'. Canon continues to grow anddiversify using this strategy. Ils
vision, as described in 1991 by Ryuzaburo Kaku, president of the company, is 'to
become a premier global company of the size of IBM combined with Malsushita' .

.1\TDUSTRYBACKGROUND

The photocopying machine has often been compared with the typewriter as one of
the tew triggers that h,ave fundamentally changed the ways of office work. Bu l, while
a mechanical Memograph machine for copying had been introduced by the A.B.
Dick Company of Chicago as far back as 1887, it was only in the second half of this
century that the copier market exploded with Xerox's commercialization of the
'electro")hotography' process invented by Chester Carlson.

Xerox

Carlson's invention used an electrostatic process to transfer images from one sheet

of paper to another. Licensed to Xerox in 1948, this inven~ion led to two different
photocopying technologies. The Coated Paper Copying (CPC) lechnology transferred
the reflection of an image from the original directly to specialized zinc-oxide coated
paper, while the Plain Paper Copying (PPC) technology transferred the image
indirectly to ordinary paper through a rotating drum coated with charged partic1es.
While either dry or liquid toner could be used to develop the image, the dry toner
was generally preferable in both technologies. A large number of companies entered
the CPC market in the 19505 and 1960s based on technology licensed from Xerox
or RCA (to \\'hom Xerox had earlier licensed this technology). However, PPC remained
a Xerox monopoly since the company had refused to license any technology remotely
connected to the PPC process and had protected lhe lechnology with over 500 patents.

Because of the need for specialized coated paper, the cost per copy was higher
for CPC. Also. this process could produce only one copy at a time,' and the copies
tended to fade when exposed to heat or light. PPC, on the other hand, produced
copies at a lower operating cost that were also indistinguishable from the original.
The PPC machines were much more expensive, however, and were much larger in size.
Therefore, they required a central location in the user's office. The smaller and less

expensive CPC machines, in contrast, could be placed on individual desks. Over time,
the cost and quality advantages of PPC, together with its ability to make multiple
copies at high speed, made il the dominant lechnology and, with it, Xerox's mode!
of centralized copying. the industry norm.

This business concept of centralized copying required a set of capabilitiés that
Xer6x developed and which, in turn, served as ils major strengths and as key barriers
to entry lOthe business. Given the advantages ofvolume and speed. ail large companies
found centralized copying highly attractive and they became the key customers for
photocopying machines. ln order to support this corporate customer base, Xerox'S
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product designs and upgrades emphasized economies of higher volume copying. To
.market the product effectively to these customers, Xerox also built up an extensive
direct,sales and service organization of over 12,000 sales representatives and 15,000

service people. Fort y per cent of the sales reps' time was spent 'hand holding' to
prevent eyen minor dissatisfaction. Service reps, dressed in suits and carrying their
tools in briefcases; performed preventative maintenance and prided thernselves on
reducing the average time between breakdown and repair to a few hours.

Further, with the high cost of 'each machine and the fast rate of mode!
introductions, Xerox developed a strategy of leasing rather than se1ling machines to
customers. Various options were available, but typically the customers paid a monthly
charge on the number of copies rnade~ The charge covered not only machine costs
but also those of the paper and toner that Xerox supplied and the service visits. This
lease strategy, together with the carefu!ly cultivated service image, served as key
safeguards from competition, as they tied the customers into Xerox and significantly
raised their switching costs.

Unlike sorne other American corporations, Xerox had an international orienta
tion right from the beginning. Even before it had a' success[ul commercial copier,
Xerox built up an international presence through joint ventures which allowed the
company to minimize its capital investment abroad. ln 1956, it ventured with the
Rank Organization Ltd in the United Kingdom to form Rank Xerox. ln 1962, Rank
Xerox became a 50 per cent partner with Fuji Photo to [orm Fuji Xerox which soId
copiers in Japan. Throughthese joint ventures, Xerox built up sales and service

cap~bilities in these key markets similar to those it had in the United States. There
were sorne 5,000 sales people in Europe, 3,000 in lapan and over 7,000 and 3,000
service reps, respectively. Xerox also built limited design capabilities in both the joint
ventures for Ioca] market customization, which developed into significant research
establishments in their own rights in later years.

Simultaneously, Xerox maintained high levels of investment in both technology
and manufacturing to support its gro\\'ing market. It continued to spend over $]00
miJ1ion a year in R&D, exceeding the total revenues from the copier business that
any of its competitors \vere earning in the early 1970s, and also invested heavily in
large-size plants not only in the United States, but also in the United Kingdom and
Japan.

Competition in the 19705

Xerox's PPC patents began to expire in the 1970s, heralding a storm of new entrants.
ln 1970, IBM offered the first PPC copier nOI sold by Xerox, which resulted in Xerox
suing IBM for patent infringement and violation of trade secrets. Canon marketed
a PPC copier the same year through the development of an independeot PPC
technology which they licensed selectively to others. By 1973, competition had

expanded to include play'ers from the office equipment industry (IBM, SCM, Linon,
Pitney Bowes), the e!ectronics industry (Toshiba, Sharp), the reprographies iodustry
(Ricoh, Mita, Copyer, 3M, AB Dick. Addressograph/Multigraph), the photographie
equipment indumy (Canon, Kodak, Minolra, Konishiroku) and the suppliers of copy
paper (Nash ua, Dennison, Saxon). By the] 980s many of these new entrants, incJuding
IBM, had lost large amounts of money and quit the business. A few of the newcomers
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managed to achieve a high leyel of success, however, and copiers became a major

business for them. Specifically, copiers were generating 40 per cent ofCanon's revenues
by 1990..

Canon was founded in 1933 with the ambition to produce a sophisticated 35 mm
camera to rival that of Germany's world-class Leica mode\. ln only two years' time,
it had emerged as ]apan's leading producer of high-class cameras. During the war,

Capon utilized its optics expertise to produce an X-ray machine which was adopted
by the Japanese military. Arter the war, Canon was able to market its high-end
camera successfully; and by the mid-1950s it was tl)e largest camera manufacturer

in Japan. Building off its opties technology, Canon then expanded its product line
to include a mid-range camera, an 8 mm video camera, television lenses and

micrographic equipment. It also began developing markets for its products outside
of Japan, mainly in the United States and Canada.

Diversification' was always very important to Canon in order to further its
growth, and a new products R&D section was established in 1962 to explore the
fields of copy machines, auto-focusing cameras, strobe-integrated cameras, home
VCRs and electronic calcula tors. A separate, special operating unit was also
established to introduce new non-camera products resulting from the diversification
effort. '

The firstproduct to be targeted was the e1ectronic calculator. This product was
challenging because it required Canon engineers to develop new expertise in
microelectronics in order to incorporate thousands of transistors and diodes in a

compact, desk model machine. Tekeshi Mitarai, president of Canon at that time, was
against developing the product because it was seen to be too difficu1t and nsky.
Nevertheless, a dedicated group of engineers believed in the challenge and developed
the calculator in secrecy. Over a year later, top management gave lheir support to

the project. ln 1964, the result of the development effort was introduced as the Canola
130, the world's first 10-key numeric pad calculator. With this product line, Canon
dominated the Japanese electronic ca\culator market in the 1960s.

Not every diversification effort was a success, however. ln 1956, Canon began
deve10pment of the synchroreader, a device for writing and reading with a sheet of

. paper coated with magnetic mate rial. When introduced in 1959, the product received
high praise for its technology. But, because the design was not palenled, another firm
introduced a simi1ar product at half the price. There was no market for the high
priced and incredibly heavy Canon product. Ultimately, the firm was forced to
disassemble the finished inventories and sel1 off the usable parts in the 'once-used'
components market.

Move into Copiers

Canon began research into copier technology in 1959, and, in ]962, il formed a

research group dedicated to developing a p1ain paper copier (PPC) technology. The
only known PPC process was prolected by hundreds of Xerox patents, but Canon
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felt that only this technology promised sufficient quality, speed, economy and ease
of maintenance to successfully capture a large portion of the market. Then:fore,

corporate management challenged the researchers to develop a new PPC process
which would not violate the Xerox patents.

ln the meantime, the company entered the copier business by licensing the
'inferior' CPC technology in 1965 from RCA. Canon decided not to put the name
of the company on this product and marketed it under the brand name Confax 1000
in lapan only. Three years la~er, Canon licensed a liquid toner technology from an
Australian company and combined this with the RCA technology to introduce the
CanAlI Series. To sell the copier. in lapan, Canon formed a separate company,

. International Image Industry. The copier was sold as an OEM to Scott Paper in the
United States, who sold it under its own brand name.

Canon's research aiming at developing a PPC technical alternative to xerography

paid off with theannouncement of the 'New Process' (NP) in 1968. This successful
research effort not only produced an alternative process but also taught Canon the
importance of patent faw: how not to violate patents and how to protect new
technology. The NP pro cess was soon protected by close to 500 patents.

The tirst machine with the NP technology, the NP1100, was introduced in

lapan in 1970. It was the tirst copier sold by Canon to carry the Canon brand name.
It produced ten copies per minute and utilized dry toner. As was the standard in the
Japanese market, the copier line was sold outright to customers from the beginning.
ACter two years of experience in the domestic market, Canon entered the overseas
market, except North America, with this machine ..

The second generation of the NP system was introduced in lapan in 1972 as
the NPL7. It was a marked improvement because it eliminated a comp!ex fusing
technology, simplitied developing and cleaning, and made toner supply easier through
a new system developed to use liquid toner. Compared ••vith the Xerox equivalent,
it was more economical. more compact. more reliable and still had the same or better
quality of copies.

With the NP system. Canon began a sideline which was. to become quitc
protitable: licensing. The tirst generation NP system was licensed to AM, and Canon
also provided it with machines on an OEM basis. The second generation was again
licensed to AMas weil as to Saxon. Ricoh and Copyer. Canon accumulated an
estimated $32 million in licence fees between 1975 and 1982.

Canon continued its product introductions with a stream of state-of·the-an
technological innovations throughout the 1970s. ln 1973 it added colour to the NP
system; in 1975. it added laser beam printing technology. Its tirst entry into high
volume copiers took plàce in 1978 with a model which was targeted at the Xerox
9200. The NP200 was introduced in 1979 and went on to win a gold medal at the
Leipzig Fair for being the most economical and productive copier availabJe. By 1982.

.copiers had .surpassed cameras as the company's largest revenue gcnerator. (See

Exhibits 1 and 2 for Canon's tinancial and sales by product line.)

The Personal Copier

ln the late 19705. top management began searching for a new market for the PPC
copier. They had recently experienced a huge success with the introduction of the
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AE-l camera in 1976 and wanted a similar success in copiers. The AE-l was a very
compact single-Iens reflex camera, the tirst camera that used a microprocessor to
control electronically functions of exposure, film rewind and 'strobe. The product had
been developed through a focused, cross-functional project team effort which had
resulted in a substantial reduction in the number of components, as weH as in
automated assembly and the use of unitized parts. Because of these improvernents,
the AE-l enjoyed a 20 per cent cost advantage over competitive rnodels in the same
cIass.

Arter studying the distribution of offices in Japan by size (see Exhibit 3), Canon
decided to focus on a latent segment that Xerox had ignored. T~is was the segment
comprised of small offices (segment E) who could benetit from the"functionality olfered
by photocopiers butdid not require the high-speed machines available in the market.
Canon management believed that a low-volume 'value for money' machine could
generate ,a ,large demand in this segment. From this analysis emerged the business
concept of a 'personal side desk' machine which could not only create a new market
in sm ail offices, but potentially also induce decentralization of the copy function in

large offices. O\'er time, the ~achine might even create demand for a personal copier
for home use.. This would be a copier that up to now no one had thought possible.

Canon felt that, to be successful in this market, the product had to cost half the price
of a conventional copier (target price $1,000), be maintenance-free, and pro vide ten
times more reliability.

Top management took their 'dream' to the engineers, who, after careful
consideration, took on the challenge. The machine would build on their previous
expertise in microelectronics but would go much further in terms ofmaterial, functional
component, design and production engineering technologies. The team's slogan was
'Let's make the AE-I of copiers!', expressing the necessity of know-how transfer
between the camera and copier divisions as weil as their desire for a similar type of
success. The effort was led by the director of the Reprographie Production Deve!opment
Centre. His cross-functional team of 200 was the second Iargest ever assembled at
Canon (the Iargest had been that of the AE-l camera).

During th~ development effort, a major issue arose concerning the paper size
that the new copier would accept. Canon Sales (the sales organization for Japan)
wanted the machine to use a larger-than-Ietter-size paper which accounted for 60 per
cent of the Japanese market. This size was not necessary for sales outside of Japan
and would add 20-30 per cent to the machine's cost as weIl as make the copier more
difficult to service. Arter much debate worldwide, the decision was made to forgo the
ability to utilize the larger papersize in the interest ofbetter serving the global market.

Three years later the concept was a reality. The new PC (persona! copier)
employed a new-cartridge-based technology, which aI\owed the user to replace the
photoreceptive drum, charging device, toner assembly and cIeaner with a cartridge
every 2,000 copies, thus eliminating the need to maintain the copier regular!y. This
enabled Canon engineers to meet the cost and reliabiIity targets. The revolutionary
product was the smalles t, lightest copier ever sold, and created a large market which
had previously not existed. Large offices adjusted their copying strategies to inc1ude
decentralized copying, and many small offices and even homes could now afford a
personal copier. Again, Canon's patent knowledge was utilized to protect this research,
and the cartridge technology was not licensed to other manufacturers. Canon has
maintained its leadership in personal copiers into the 1990s.
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Canon is admired for its technical innovations, marketing expertise and low-cost
quality manufacturing. These are the result of a long-term strategy 10 become a
premier company. Canon has frequently acquired outside expertise so thal it couJd
better focus internaI investments on skiJIs of stralegic importance. This approach of
extensive outsourcing and focused internaI development has required consistent
direction from top management and the patience to allow the company to become
weil grounded in one skill area before tasking the organization with the nex! objcctive,

T echnology

Canon's many innovative products, which enabled the company to grow quickly in
the 19705 and 1980s are in large part the result of a carefully orchestraled use of
technology and the capacity for managing rapid technological change. Attesting to

its prolific outpul of original research is the fact that Canon has been among the
leaders ih number of patents issued worldwide throughout the 1980s.

These successes have been achieved in an organization that has firmly pursued
a strategy of decentralized R&D. Most of Canon's R&D personnel arc emp!oyed by
the product divisions where 80-90 per cent of the company's patentable inventions
originate. Each product division has its own development centre which is tasked with
short- to medium-term product design and improvement of production systems. Most

product development is performed by cross-functional teams. The work of the
devclopment groups is coordinated by an R&D headquarters group.

The Corporate Technical Planning and Operation centre is responsible for
long-term strategie R&D planning. Ca'non aIso has a main research centre which,
supports state-of-the-art research in optics, electronics, new materials and information
technology. There are three other corporate research centres \vhich appJy this
state-of-th~-art reseach to product development. ,

Canon acknowledges that it has neither the resources nor the time to develop
ail necessary technologies and has therefore often traded or bought specifie technologies
from a variety of external partners. Furthermore, it has used joint ventures and
technology transfers as a strategie tool for mitigating foreign trade tensions in Europe
and the United States. For example, Canon had two purposes in mind when it made

an equity participation in CPF Deutsch, an office equipment markeling firm in
Germany. Primarily, it believed that this move would help devclop the German
market for its copiers; but it did not go unnoticed among top management that CPF
owned Tetras, a copier maker who at that time \Vas prcssing dumping chargcs against
Japanese copier makers. Canon also used Burroughs as an OEM for office automation
equipment in order to acquire Burroughs software and know-how and participatcd
injoint development agreements with Eastman Kodak and Texas Instruments. Exhibit
4 provides a list of the co'mpany's major joint ventures.

Canon also recognizes that its continued market success depends on its abiJity
to exploit new research into marketable products quickly. Il has worked hard to
reduce the new product introduction cycle through 'a cross-functional programme
called TS 1/2 whose purposc is to eut development time by 50 per cent on a continuous

basis. The main thrusi of this programme is the classification of dc\'clopmcnt projects
by total time required and the critic:!.1 human resourœs needcd so that these two
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parameters can be optimized for each product depending on its importance for
Canon's corporate strategy. This allows product teams to be formed around several
classifications of product development prioritiés of which ·best sellers' will receive
the most emphasis. These are the products aimed at new markets or segmènts with
large potential demands. Other classifications include products necessary to catch
up with competitive offerings, product refinements intended to enhance customer
satisfaction, and long-run marathon products whichwill take considerable time to
develop. ln ail development classifications, Canon emphasizes three factors to reduce
time to market: the fostering of engineering ability, efficient technical support systems
and careful reviews of product development at ail stages.

Canon is also working to divert its traditional product focus into more of a
market focus. To this end, Canon R&D personnel participafe in international product

strategy meetings, carry out consumer research,join in marketing activities and attend
meetings in the field at both domestic and foreign sales subsidiaries.

Marketing

Canon's effective marketing is the result of step-by-step, calculated introduction
strategies. Normally, the product is first introduced and perfetted in the home market
before being sold internationally. Canon has learned how to capture learnin"g from
the Japanese market quicklyso that the time span between introduction in Japan
and abroad is as short as a few months. Furthermore, the company will not
simultaneously launch a new product through a new distribution channel:- its strategy
is to minimize risk by intr'oducing a new product through known channels first. New
channels will only be created, ifnecessary, after the product has proven to be successful.

The launch of the NP copier exemplifies this strategy. Canon initially sold these

copiers in Japan by direct sales through its Business Machines Sales organization,
which had been set up in 1968 to sell the ca\culator productline. This sales organization
\Vas merged \Vith the camera sales organization in 1971 to form Canon Sales. By
1972, after three years of experience in producing the NP product line, the company
entered into a new distribution channel,that of dealers, to supplement direct selling.

The NP copier line was not marketed in the United States until 1974, after
production and distribution were running smoothly in Japan. The US distribution
system was -similar to that used in Japan, with seven sales subsidiaries for direct
selling and a network of independent dealers.

By the late 1970s, Canon had built up a strong dealer network in the United
States which supported both sales and service of the copiers. The dealer channel was

responsible for rapid growth in copier sales, and, by the early 1980s, Canon copiers
were sold almost exclusively through this channel. Canon enthusiastically supported
the dealers with attractive sales incentive programmes, management training and
social outings. Dealers were certified to sell copiers only after completing a course
in service training. The company felt that a close relationship with its dealers was a
vital asset that al10wed it to understand and react to customers' needs and problems
in a timely manner. At the same time. Canon also maintained a direct seHing
mechanism through wholly owned sales subsidiaries in Japan, the United States and
Europe in order to target large customers and government accounts.

The introduction of its low-end personal copier in 1983 was similarly planned
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to minimize risk. lnitially, Canon's NP dealers in lapan were not in'terested in the

product due to its low maintenance needs and inability to utilize large paper sizes.
- Thus, PCs ",ere distributed through the firm's office supply stores who were already

selling itspersonal cakulators. After seeing the success of the PC, the NP dealers
began to carry the copier.

ln the United States, the PC was initially soldonly through existing dealers
and direct sales channels due to limited availa bility of the product. Later, it was sold
through competitors' dealers and office supply stores, and, eventually, the distribution
channels were extended to inc1ude mass merchandisers. Canon already had considerable

experience in mass merchandising from its camera business.

Advertising has always been an integral part of Canon's marketing strategy.
President Kaku believes that Canon must have a corporate brand name which is
outstanding to succeed ,in its diversification effort. 'Customers must prefer products
because they bear the name Canon; he says. As described by the company's finance
director, 'If a brand name is unknown, and there is no advertising, you have to sell

it cheap. It's not our policy to buy share with a low priee. We establish our brand
",ith advertising at a "reasonably high priee:

Therefore, when the NP·200 was introduced in 1980, 10 per cent of the selling
price' was spent on adve~tising; for the launch of the personal copier, advertising
expendilure "'as estimated to be 20 per cent of the selling priee. Canon has also
sponsored various sporting events including World Cup football, the Williams motor
racing' team, and the ice dancers Torvill and Dean. The company expects its current
expansion into the home automation market to be greatly enhanced by the brand

image it has built inoffice equipment. (See Exhibit 1 for Canon's advertising
expenditures through 1990.)

Manufacturing

Canon's goal in manufacturing is to produce the best quality at the lowest cost with
the best deli\"ery. To drive down com, a ke)' philosophy of the production system
is to organize the manufacture of each product 50 that the minimum amount of time,
energy and resources are required. Canon therefore places strong emphasis on tight
inventory management through a stable production ;>Ianning process, careful material

planning, close supplier relationships and adherence to the kal1ban system ofimentory
movement. Additionally, a formai waste elimination programme saved Canon 177
billion yen bet\\'een 19ï6 and 1985. O\"eralI, Canon accompli shed a 30 per cent increase
in productivity per year from 1976 to 1982 and over 10 per eent thereafter through
automation and inno\'ative process impro\"ements. "

The workforce is held in high regard at Canon. A philosophy of 'stop and fix
il' empowers any worker to stop the production line if he or she is not able to perform
a task properly or observes a qualit)' problem. Workers are responsible for their own
machine maintenance governed by rules which stress prevention. Targets for quality
and production and other critical data are presented to the workers with on-line

feedback. Most workers a)so participale in \'oluntary 'small group actjvity' for
problem-solving. The result of these systems is a workforce that feels individually
responsible for the success of the products it manufactures.

Canon sponsors a highly regarded suggestion programme for its workers in
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order to directly involve those most familiar with the work processes in improving
the business. The programme was originally initiated in 1952with only limited success,
but in the early 1980s, participation soared with more tha!1 70 suggestions per
employee per year. An suggestions are reviewed by a hierarchy of committees with
monetary prizes awarded monthly and yearly depending on the importance of the
suggestion. The quality and effectiveness of the process are demonstrated by a.90 per
cent implementation rate of the suggestions offered and corporate savings of $202
million in 1985 (against a total expenditure of $2 million in running the programme,
over 90 per cent of it in prize money) .

. Canon chooses to backward integrate only on parts with unique technologies.
For other components, the company prefers to develop long-tenn relationships with
its suppliers and it retains two sources for most parts. ln 1990, over 80 per cent of
Canon's copiers were assembled from purchased parts, with only the drums and toner
being manufactured in-house. They company also rnaintains its own in-house
capability for doing pilot production of ail parts so as to understand better the
technology and the vendors' costs.

Another key to Canon's high quality and low cost is the attention given to

parts commona1itybetween models. Between sorne adjacent copier models, the
commonality is a~ high as 60 per cent.

Copier m'anufacture was primarily locatedin Toride, Japan, in the early years
but' then spread to Gennany,"Califomia and Virginia (USA), France, Italy and Korea.
ln order to mitigate trade and investment friction, Canon is working to increase the
local content of parts as it expands globaUy. ln Europe it exceeds the EC standard
by 5 per cent. It is also adding R&D capability to sorne of its overseas operations.
Mr Kaku emphasizes the importance of friendly trading partners:. "

Frictions cannot bc crased by merely transrerring our manuracturing facilities ovcrseas.
The earnings after tax must be reinvested in the country; .••..c must transfer our technology
to the country. This is the only way our overseas expansion will be welcomed.

LEVERAGING EXPERTISE

Canon places critical importance on continued growth through diversification into
new product fields. Mr Kaku observed:

Whenever Canon introduced a new product, profits surged foo:ard. Whenever innovation

lagged. on the other hand, so did the earnings .... ln order to sUr'I:jve in the coming

. era of extreme competition, Canon must possess at least a dozen proprietary state-of
the-ar: technologies that will enable it to develop unique products.

While an avid supporter of diversification, Mr Kaku was cautious:

ln order to ensure the enduring sur\'ival or Canon, wc have to continue diversifying in
order to adapt to environmental changes. However. wc must be wise in choosing ways
·toward diversification. ln other words. we must minimize the risks." Entering. a new

business which requires either a technology unrclated to Canon's current expertise or a

different marketing channel than Canon currently uses incurs a 50 per cent risk. If Canon

attempts to enter a ne.•••.business which requires both a new technology and a new
marketing channel which arc unramiliar to Canon, the risk entailed in such ventures
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would be 100 per cent. There are IwO prerequisites that have to be satisfied before
launching such new ventures. Fim. our operation must be debt-free; second, we will
ha\'e to secure the personnel capable of competent!y undertaking such ventures. 1 fee!
we shaH have to wait until the twenly-lirst ccntury before wc are rcady.

Combining Capabilities

Through its R&D strategy, Canon has worked to build up specialized expertise in
several areas and then link them to offer innovative, state-of-the-art products. Through
the 1950s and 196Os, Canon focused on products related to its main business and
expertise, cameras. This prompted the introduction of the 8 mm movie camera and
the Canon range of mid-market cameras. Then: was minimal risk because the optics
technology was the sa me and the marketing out let, camera shops, remained the same. '

Entrance into the ca1culator market pushed Canon into developing expertise
in the field of microelectronics, which it later innovatively combined with its optics

capability to introduce one of its most successful products, the personal copier. From

copiers, Canon utilized the replaceable cartridge system to introduce a successful
desktop laser printer.

ln the early 19705, Canon entered the business of marketing micro-chip

semiconductor production equipment. ln 1980, the company entered into the
development and manufacture ofunique proprietary ICs in order to strengthen further
its expertise in electronics technology. This deveJopment effort was expandcd in the

late eighties to focus on opto·electronic ICs. According to Mr Kaku:

We are now seriousl~' committed to R&D in ICs because our vision for the future
foreseesthe arri"al orthe opto-electronic era. When the time arrives for the opto-electronic
IC toreplace the current ultra-LSI. we inlend to go into making large-scale computers.
Presently we cannot compete ••••.ith the IBMs and NECs using the ultra-LSIs. When the
era of the opto-electronic IC arrives, the technology of designing the computer will be
radicany transformed; that will be our chance for making entry into the field of the
large-scale computer.

Creative Destruction

1n 19i5 Canon produced the first laser printer. O\'er the next 15 years. laser printers
e\'olved as a highly successful productline under the Canon brand name. The company
also pro\'ides the 'engine' as an OEM to Hewlett Packard and other laser prin ter
manufacturers which when added to its own branded sales supports a total of 84 per
cent of worldwide demand.

The biggest threat to the laser printer industry is substitution by the newly
developed bubble jet printer. \Vith a new tcchnology which squirts out thin streams
of ink under heat, a high-quality silent printer can be produced at half the priee of
the laser prin ter. The technology was invented accidentally in the Canon research
labs. It ke)'s on a print head which has up to 400 fine nozzles per inch, each with its
own heater to warm the ink until it shoots out tiny ink droplets. This invention
utilizes Canon's competencies in fine chemicals for producing the ink and its expertise
in semiconductors, materials and electronics for manufacturing the prinl heads. Canon
is moving full steam forward to d~velop the bubble jet technology, even though it
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might destroy a business that the company dominates. The new product is even more
closely tied to the company's core capabilities, and management believes that
successful development of this business will help broaden further its expertise in
semicond uctors:

Challenge of the 19905

Canon sees the office automation business as its key growth 'opportunity for the
1990s. It already has a well-established brand name in home and office automation

products through its offerings of copiers, facsimiles, electronic typewriters, laser
printers,word processing equipment and personal computers. The next challenge for
the. company is to link these discrete products into a multifunctional system which
will perform the tasks of a copier. facsimile,' printer, and scanner and interface with
a compute~ so that ail the functions can be performed from one keyboard. ln 1988,
with this target, C,anon introduced a personal computer which incorporated a Pc.
a fax, a telephone and a word processor. Canon has also introduced a colour laser
copier which hooks up to a computer to serve as a colour printer. A series of additional
integrated OA offerings are scheduled for introduction in 1992, and the company

expects th~se p!oducts to serve as its growth engine in the first half of the 1990s.

MANAGING THE. PROCESS

Undergirding this impressive history of continuously building new corporate capabilities
and of exploiting those capabilities to crea te a fountain of innovative new products
lies a rather unique management process. Çanon has institutionalized corporate
entrepreneurship through its highly autonomous and market focused business unit
structure. A set of powerful functional committees provide the bridge between the
entrepren~urial business units and the company's core capabilities in technology,
manufacturing and marketing. Finally. an extraordinarily high level of corporate
ambition drives this innovation engine, which is fuelled by the creativity of its people
and by top management's continuous striving for ever higher levels of performance.

Driving Entrepreneurship: The Business Units

Mr Kaku had promoted the concept of the entrepreneurial business unit from his
earliest da ys \Vith Canon, but it was not until the company had suffered significant
losses in 1975 that his voice was heard. His plan was implemented shortly before he
became president of the company.

Mr Kaku believed that Canon's diversification strategy could only succeed if
the business units were empowered to act on their own, free of central con troIs.
Therefore, two independent operating units were formed in 1978, one for cameras
and one for office equipment. to be managed as business units. Optical Instruments.
the third business unit, had always been separate. Since that time, an additionalthree
business units have been spun off. The original three business units were then given
c1ear profitability targets, as weil as highly am bitious growth objectives, and were
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allowed the freedom to devise their own ways to achie\'e these goals. One immediate
resi.Jlt ofthis decentralization was the recognition that Canon's past practice ofmixing

- production of different products in the same manufacturing facility would no longer
work. Manufacturing was reorganized so that no plant produced more than one type

of product.
Mr Kaku describes the head of each unit as a surrogate of the CEO empowered

to make quick decisions. This allows him, as president of Canon, to devote himself
exclusively to his main task of creatingand implementing the long-term corporate
strategy. ln explaining the benefits of the system, he said:

Previously, the president •••..as in exdusi\'e charge of ail decision-making; his subordina tes
had to form 'a queue to a•••..ait their turn in presenting their pro~lems to him. This kind
of system hinders the development of the young managers' potential for decision-making.

Furthermore, take the case of the desktop calculator. Whereas, 1can devote only
about two hours each day on problems concerning the caJculator, the CEe> of Casio
Ca1cul~tor could de\'ote 24 hours to the calculator .... 1:1:he fiercelycompetitive market,
we lost out because our then CEO was slow in coping •••..ith the problem.

ln contrast to the Western philosophy of stand-alone SBUs encompassing aIl functions
incJuding engineering, sales, marketing and production. Canon has chosen to separate
its product divisions from its sales and marketing arm. This separation allows for a
cJear foeus on the challenges that Canon faces in selling products on a global scale.
Through a five-year plan initiated in 1977, Seiichi Takigawa, the president of Canon
Sales (the sales organizalion for Japan), stressed the need to 'make sales a science'.
After proving the profitability of this approach, Canon Sales took on the responsibility
for worldwide marketing, sales and service. ln 1981, CanonSa1es was- listed on the
Tokyo stock exchange. reaffirming its independence.

Canon also·allows its o\'erseas subsidiaries free rein, though it holds the majority
of stock. The philosophy is to create the maximum operational leeway for each
subsidiary to act on its own initiative. Kaku describes the philosophy through an
anal ogy:

Canon's system of managing subsidiaries is similar to the policy of the Tokugawa
government, •••..hich established secure hegemony over the •••..arlords. who were granted
autonomy in their terrirory. 1 am 'shogun' [head of the Tokugawa regime] and the
subsidiaries' presidents are the 'daimyo' [warlords]. The diffmnce between Canon and
the Tokugawa gO\'ernment is that the latter was a zerO-SUffisociety; its poJicy was
repressive. On the other hand, Canon's objective is to enhance the prosperity of ail
subsidiaries through efficient mutual collaboration.

Canon has also promoted the growth of intrapreneurial ventures within the company
by spinning these ventures off as wholly owned subsidiaries. The first venture to be

spun off was Canon Components, which produces electronic components and de\'ices;
in 1984.

Building Integration: Functional Committees

As Canon continues to grow and diversify, il becomes increasingJy difficult but also
ever more important to link its product divisions in order to realize the benefits
possible only in a large muJtiproduct corporation. The basis of Canon's integration
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is a three-dimensional management approach in which the first dimension is the
independent business unit, the second· a network of functional committees, and the
third the regional compànies focused on geographic markets (see Exhibit 5).

Kaku feels there are four basic requirements for the success of a diversified

business: (1) a level of competence in research and development; (2) quality, low-cost
manufacturing technology; (3) superior marketing strength; and (4) an outstanding
corporate identity, culture and brand name. Therefore, he has established separate
functional committees to addréss the first three requirements of development,
production and marketing, while the fourth task has been kept as a direct responsibility
of corporate management. The three functional committees, in tum, have been made
responsible for company-wide administration of three key management systems:

1. The Canon Development System (CDS) whose objectives are to foster the
research and creation of new products and technologies by studying and
continuously improving the development process.

2. The Canon Production System (CPS) whose goal is to achieve optimum quality
by minimizing waste in all areas of manufacturing.

3•. The .Canon Marketing System (CMS), later renamed the Canon International
Marketing System (CIMS), which is tasked to expand and strengthen Canon's
independent domestic and overseas sales networks by building a high quality
service and sales force.

Separate offices have been created at headquarters for each ofthese critical committees,
and over time their role has broadened to encompass general improvement of the
processes used to support their functions. The chairpersons of the committees are
members of Canon's management committee, which gives them the ability to ensure
consistency and communicate process improvements throughout the multi-p"roduct,
multinational corporation.

Using information technology to integrate its world-wide operations, Canon
began development of the Global Information System for Harmonious Growth
Administration (GINGA) in 1987. The system will consist of a high-speed digital
communications network to interconnect ail parts of Canon into a global database

and allow for the time1y fiow. of information among managers in any location of the
company's world-wide organization. GINGA is planned to include separa te but
integrated systems for computer-integrated manufacturing, global marketing and
distribution, R&P and product design, financial reporting and personnel database
tracking, as well as sorne advances in intelligent office automation. As described by
Mr Kaku, the main objective ofthis system is tO supplement Canon's efficient vertical
communications structure with a lateral one that will facilita te direct information

exchange among managers across businesses, countries, and functions on ail operational
matters concetning the company. The system is being developed at a total cost of
20 billion yen and it is targeted for comp1etion in 1992.

Managing Renewal: Challenges and Change

Mr Kaku was very forthright about some of the management weaknesses of Canon
prior to 1975:
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ln short, our ski1l in management - the software of our enterprise - was weak.
Management policy must be guided by a soundly created software on management; if
the software is weak, the firm wi1l lack clearly defined Ideals and objectives. ln the

beginning we had a clearly defined objecti,·e. to overtake West Germany's Leica. Since

then our management policy has been changing like the colours of a chameleon.

ln the past our management would order employees to reach the peak of Mount
Fuji, and then before the vanguard of climbers had bardy started climbing, they would
be ordered to climb Mount Tsukuba far to the north. Then the order would again be

suddenly changed to climb Mount Yatsugatake to the west. After experiencing these

kind of shifts in policy, the smarter emplo)'ees would opt to take things easy by taking
naps on the bank of the river T~maga\\'a. As a result, vitality wou Id be sapped from

our workforce - a situation th~t should have been forestalled by ail means.

Mr Kaku's first action as president of Canon was to start the firm on the path

to global leadership through establishing the first 'premier company plan', a six-year

plan designed to make Canon a top company in lapan. The plan outlined a policy

for diversification and required consistently recurring profits exceeding 10 pei cent
on sales: : .

The aim of any Japanese corporation is ensuring its perpetuaI survival. Unlike the
venture businesses and US corporations, our greatest objective is not to maximize

short-term profits. Our vital objective is to continually earn profits on a stable basis for

ensuring survival. To implementthis goal, we must diversify ..

By the time the original six-year plan expired in 1981, Canon had become a

highly respected company in lapan. The plan was then renewed through 1986 and

then again into the 1990s. The challenge was to become. a premier global company,

defined as having recurring profits exceeding 15 per cent of sales. R&D spending was

gradually increased from 6 per cent of sales in 1980 to 9 .per cent in 1985 as a

prereq~isite for global excellence. As described by Mr Kaku:

By implementing our tirst plan for becoming a premier company we have succeeded in

anaining the allegorical top of Mount Fuji. Our next objective is the Everest. With a
~rm determination. we could have: climbed Fuji wearing sandals. However, sandals are

. highly inappropriate for climbing Everest; it may cause our death.

According to Mr Kaku, such ambitions al 50 require a company to build up the

ability to absorb temporary reversaIs without panic; ambition without stability makes

the corporate ship lose its \\'ay. To iIIustrate. he described the situation at Canon

during the time the yen depreciated from 236 to the dollar in 1985 to 163 to the

dollar in 1986. With 74 per cent of Canon's Japanese production going to ex port

markets, this sud den change caused earnings to fall to 4.6 billion yen, one tenth of

the previous year. Sorne board members at Canon sought drastic action such as a

major restructuring of the company and cutting the R&D budget. Mr Kaku had

successfully argued the opposite:

What 1 did was calm them down. Tfa person gets lost in cIimbing a high mountain, he
must a'"oid excessive use of his energy: otherwise his predicament will deepen .... Our
ongoing strategy for becoming the premier company remains the best, even under this
crisis; there is no need to panic. Even if we have to forgo dividends for 1wo or three
times, we shall surely o\'ercome this crisis.

While celebrating the company's past successes, Mr Kaku aIso constantly
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reminds his colleagues that no organizational forrt:1or process holds the etemal truth.
The need to change with a changing world is inevitable. Eor example, des pite being
the creator of the product division-marketing company split, he was considering
rejoining these two in the nineties:

ln the future, OllC major efforts in marketing must be concentrated on dearly defining
and differentiating the markets of the respective products and creating appropriatt
marketing systems for them. ln order to make this feasible,wc may have to recombine
our sales subsidiaries with the parent company and restructure their functions to fully
meet the market's needs.

While constantly aware of the need to change, Kaku also recognizes the difficulties

ma~agers face in changing the very approaches and strategies that have led to past
successes:

ln order for a company to survive forever, the company must have the courage to be
able to deny at one point what it has been doing in the pas!; the biological concept of
'ecdysis' - casting off the skin to emerge to new form. But it is difficult for human beings
to den y and destruct what they have becn building up. But if they cannot do that, it is
certain that the firm can not survive forever. Speaking about myself, it is difficult to
deny what rve done in the past. So when such time cornes that 1 have to deny the past,
1 inevitably wouId have to step down.
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EXHIBIT \
Canon lnc. - tcn-ycar financial s\lmmary
(Ycn millions. cxccpt pcr sharc amount:;).

1990
1"891988198719K1.19851984198319821981

Net S.oIes:
DplIlC:slic

,5011.741413J\HJ411.462290.JR2214.114212.966240,6561911,517168,178144,8911
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EXHIBIT 2
Sales by proouct
(JI millions).

Other Business
Opticsl &

Yur

CamerasCopiersMachinesOrherProductsTotal

1981

201.635175.38952,79840,222470,044
1982

224,619242,16167,81545,905580,500
1983

219,443291,80597,14248,665657,325
1984

226,645349,986180,66173,096830,38~
1985

197,284410,840271,19076,466955,780
1986

159,106368,558290,63070,923889,217
1987

177,729393,581342,89562,506976,711
1988

159,151436,924434,63475,3011,106,010
1989

17.7,597533,115547,17093,0351,350,917
1990

250,494686,077676,095115,2821,727,948

Sourr~:Canon Annual Report. 1981-90.

EXHlBIT 3
Office si:e dimibution, Japan 19i9.

Copier Market
Number of OfficeNumber ofWorking

Segment

WorkersOfficesPopulation

A

300+200,0009,300,000
B

100-29930,0004,800,000
C

30-99170,0008,300,000
D

.
5-29 1,820,000J 5,400,000

E

1-44,110,0008,700,000

Sou,C'~:'Breaklhrough: The de\'c\opmenl ohhe Canon personal copier: Teruo Yamanouchi. 1.0"9 RQ"9~Pla""f"9, .

Vot 22. OClober 1989. p. 4.
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EX'HIBIT 4

Canon'5 major international joint \,enture5.

CANON: COMPETING ON CAPABILITIES

Ca tt'go r)'
Partner- Descriprion

Office Equipmcnt

Ea$tman KC'ldak (US)Distributes Kodak medical equipment in Japan;

expMts copicrs to KodakCPF Germany
Equity participation in CPF which markets

Canon copicrsOli\wi (llaly)

Joint \'enture for manufacture of copier
Lotte (Koreal

Computers

Hewlett·Packard (US)Recei\'es OEM ·mini-computer ~rom HP; supplies
Jaser printer to Hp·Apple Computer (US)

Distributes Apple computers in Japah: supplies
laser printer to Apple:\et. Inc. (US)

Equity participation; Canon has marketing rights
for Asia.Semiconductors

~ational SemiconductorJoint de\'clopment of M PU & software for,
(USI

Canon office equipment

Intel (US)

Joint de\'elopment for LSI for Canon copier,
manufactured by IntelTelecommunications

Siemens (Germany)De\'elopment of ISDN interface for Canon
racsimile: Siemens supplies Canon \\'ith digitalPBXDHL (USI

EqlJhy participation; Canon suppllies terminaIs to
DHLCamera

Kinsei Seimitsu (KorealCaliOn iicenses technology on 35 mm camera
Othcr

ECD (US)Equity participation ·because Canon .\'alues its
research on amorphous materials

s"",•.•-:Canon Asj~. ~,'mur. ~I.nasement 5ch",'!.
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EXHIBIT 5
organi:ational chart.

CANON ORGANIZATION CHART

[ Boa'd of DireCIO'1\

[ Preside nI

Ca"on (nlO ,r·e FUMe Commil1ee

Canon Deve10pmenl SYSlem Comminee
Executive Comminee

Ca'lon ProdUCIion Syslem Commil1ee

Corporlle Technical Planning & OperaI ion Centre
Canon Rnearch Centre
A:lploed Research and developmenl Centre

r-inforrroltion SYSlems Laboraloryt- Corr.:x>nenl Deve10pmenl CenueL--- AUC.o& visuat Aids Division

-1Canon Eiden Co lne

Canon System Sales Cc lne

Canon $ales Co Inc Canon $oftm'e (nc C (UI:) Lld Canen Sco~!and Bus:""ss
Canon Co;r,-er Sales Co Lld anon Machi'les Lld

Nippon Typew:iter Co L:d Canon France PhOIO Cinema SA

---f Canon Car ••=a Ine Canon France SA --C Ca"on franCe Grand Puble SA

MCS Business Machi"es Inc .
Canon USA (nc Aslro Office P'odue:s L:d Canon lIalra SpA

Ambissa:$Or O~ice Ec.omenllne Canon Copylux GmbH -C Canon Euro-PhOIO
. Canon Vi'gin;, 1:'Ie Canon Svens~a t.B Hanoelsgesellscf.aft rrobH

Cano" E'J'ope ,,'V --- Canon SA Ge'leva ~ Canon OPlics AG ' ..

Canon Verkooporganls21,e Neder:and SV
Canon Panarr •• SA Cane" Gesellshaft mbH
Canon Oversus Tradi~,g SA Canon Reehner DeulsCr,!anci GmoH

Canon Lal.n America Inc FCanon do .B'nil.lndusl'01 e Canon Business ,J,achiroes Belpium "'VISAT Comer.CIOLlmotada Canon Espafla SA
Canon Aus:'8lia P:v Lld Canon ~ Mexico SA

Canen Sinpaoo'e Pte Lld -c Canon Hongkonp Trad;"p Co LlO
Canon Markel'"lg Servoce Ptd P:d

r Minon Etect·or.ics 1"0

Canon Elec;.oroics (nc L VOl;;Electro,,'cs Inc
Copye' Co l:o Ogano Electro-.ics Ir.c

. --c Hanawa PreC:Soon (ncCano" P'ec,soo" tnc Hirosaki Precosion Inc
C!!"iO", Se;~.1Co L~o
Oita Car.o," I"c
Canon lne iaiwar.
Danis~ SaokiKes;yc Co Lld
C.'\o," Cne'T\icai Co Lld
Canon G'escr,en Gr':'bH
Ca"on S-e:a.na S:'
Cano." Business ''''ach/nes Inc
Opi·O"'. ;nc
Calio~.ir;s:"~I!'\ceCen~~e
Ca~.o·~ Ba::ery Co

AudilOl's cffice
SecrellrÎlI offIce
(n1ernal Audiling Office
Canon Advancemenl Centre
Canen Evenls Advancemenl Cenlre
China Division

Corporate Pianni!\g Headquarters
CorpOlale Communicalions Cenlre
Genera! Affairs Headquarters
Personne' & Or\ianizl1ion Headquarters
Finance & Accounting Headquarte,s
Traffic and Di"ri:Julion Headquaners

Produci Oua(ilYAssu,ance Centre

Product Oua~1YAssurance Cenlre

Product Ouality Assurance Centre

R & D HeadQu. :ers

Ca"On In:errollional Markeling Syslem Commil1ee

C Production Planning Cenl'eLPurChasing and MalerÏlls Management CeweL Produclion Engineering Research LaboralOrySeiii Manufacluring EQuipmenl PianI

Camera

Operalions

Business
'''''cnines

Opera lions

Optical
ProduelS

Oper atio"s
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EXHlBIT 5 (Continued)
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